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. Be it known that I, EPHRAIM M. TURNER, 
of Fort Worth, in the county of Tarrant and 
State of Texas, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Military Tents, of 
which the following is a speci?cation: 
My invention relates to folding tents for 

military and other purposes; and the inven 
tion which I have made therein consists in so 
constructing the frame-work support of the 
tent and connecting its several parts by joints, 
whereby the side bow-ribs of the tent may be 
expanded like the leaves of a fan from a pick 
et-pin fastening, and thus form the sides of 
the tent, the said pivoted bows being connected 
at their arched tops by segmental braces which 
are capable of being disconnected and folded 
with the side bows, while the roof-tree is sup 
ported upon said segmental connecting-braces, 
to one of which-braces, at one end of the tent, 
it is hinged, while at the other end it is locked 
in the manner of an eyebolt or dowel-pin to 
the extreme segmental brace so as to render 
it detachable therefrom, the two tent-poles or 
end supports being hinged to the extreme seg 
mental braces, whereby the aforesaid con struc 
tion and connection of parts renders the erec 
tion and taking down of the tent both easy 
and convenient; and, when taken down, its 
several parts may be folded over upon and 
within one another, so as to form two separate, 
distinct, and compact side frames resting up 
on the canvas, the ?ies of which are folded over 
each end upon each side frame, when the two 
frames thus covered and inclosed by the can 
vas are then lapped over one upon the' other 
so as to form a ?gure resembling an ordinary 
house-bellows. A more accurate and detailed 
construction of this tent and its mode of erec 
tion and taking down will be hereinafter given. 
In the accompanying drawing, Figure 1 rep 

resents a vertical longitudinal section of a mil 
itary tent embracing my invention as erected. 
Fig. 2 represents a vertical cross-section of the 
same. Fig. 3 represents a detached view, in 
perspective, of one of the segmental arch 
bracing ties and its connection with one end 
of the roof-tree and the upper end of one of 
the tent-poles. Fig. 4: represents a detached 
view of the foot-plate to which the side bows 

’ the picket-pin to which the side is secured by 
pivot. 
My improvement consists chie?y of two side 

frames, consisting of a number of ribs, E, 
bowed at their upper ends so as to form the 
rafters for the tent. A space is left between 
the ends of the rafters, and they are connect 
ed together in pairs, one on each opposite side, 
by means of segmental tie-braces G, connected 
by one end to the end of the bowed rafters by 
means of a pivot-bolt, b, and by the other end 
to the opposite bowed rafter by means of a 
staple, c, passing through a slot in the tie 
brace G, to which it is- secured by a hook, at,‘ 
so as to form an arched roof for the support of 
the canvas, forming in its cross-‘section a semi 
circle at the top, to the radiuses of which the 
said bow, rafters, and segmental tie-braces 
conform, as clearly represented in Fig. 2 of the 
drawing. The side ribs E are pivoted at their 
lower ends to a plate, which is common to the‘ 
rest, in the manner of steps, the center one 
being the shortest and the outside ones the 
longest, so that when erected to support the 
canvas they maintain radial positions with 
said foot-plate, and constitute the middle and 
end top supports of the canvas, as clearly 
shown in Fig. 1 of the drawing. The foot 
plates F are pivoted to the upper ends of pick 
et~pins H, and the pins are driven into the 
ground to hold the foot-plates F in position, 
and are braced by plates h’, which rest upon 
the surface of the ground when the picket-pins 
are driven home. The tent-poles D D’ are 
hinged at their upper ends, one to the end 
segmental tie-brace G and the other to the 
other end tie-brace G; and to the ?rst-named 
outer tie-brace the roof-tree G is also hinged, 
as shown at the upper right-hand corner of 
Fig. 1, and also in Fig. 3, while the opposite 
or free end of said roof-tree is secured in a 
staple or loop, 03, upon the upper surface of the 
end tie-brace, as also shown in Fig. 1, so that 
the said roof-tree is thus locked in position 
with the segmental tie-braces, upon which it 
rests within the space between the ends of the 
~bowed side ribs, as shown in Fig. 2. The tent 
poles therefore, being driven into the earth, 
support the ends of the tent, and are provided 
with buttons, to which the ?ies may be fast‘ 
cued, while the sides of the tent are supported _ 
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by‘ the side frames before described, producing 
a'tent having the form of a section of an arch 
roof with full-bowed ends, thereby obtaining 
a tent with larger room than any hitherto in 
use. 
In erecting the tent the manner is clearly 

shown in the drawing; but the construction 
of the tent above stated gives it special ad 
vantages in folding for transportation. To do 
this the tent-poles are Withdrawn and the 
picket-pins of the bow-ribs are also withdrawn, 
the tent turned upside down or upon its side, 
and the segmental tie-braces nnhooked from 
the side ribs, turned upon their pivots b so as 
to fold them in the line of the bow-ribs, to 
which they are pivoted. The right-hand tent 
pole is then folded with the side ribs to which 
its segment is pivoted, and the roof-tree is re 
leased from the loop of the left-hand brace-tie 

- and folded over with the right-hand tent-pole. 
The side ribs are then collapsed together upon 
their pivots, the ?ies folded one upon the other 
upon said side frames, and the two latter then 
folded over the one upon the other, with the 
?ies embracing and covering each side frame 
with all their parts, thus forming the ?gure 
above described, in which condition it may be 
tied or packed in a box ready for transporta 
tion. 
Having thus described my invention, I 

claim- 

1. The combination, with a tent-canvas, of 
the side-pivoted bowed ribs E, with the foot 
plates F, segmental pivoted brace-ties G, and 
the roof-tree C, constructed and arranged sub 
stantially as herein described. 

2. The roof-tree G, hinged at one end to they 
segmental tie-brace G, and locked at its other 
end to the other extreme tie-brace G, to allow 
it to be separated from the latter and folded 
over with the side rib to which it is hinged, 
substantially as herein. described. 

3. The tent-poles D I)’ hinged to their re 
spective end tie-braces G to allow them to be 
folded with the side frames, substantially as 
herein described. 

4:. The roof-tree 0, arranged within the space 
between the ends of the extreme side bow-ribs. 
E and supported upon the intermediate seg 
mental brace-ties, substantially as described. 

5. The combination, in a tent, of the side 
bow-ribs E with the foot-plates F and pivoted _ 
picket-pins H, substantially as described. 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 
my hand in the presence of two witnesses this 
10th day of June, A. D. 1872. 

E. M. TURNER. 
Witnesses: 

' A. T. HOWELL, 
_W. F. BAMBURG. 


